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Disclaimer: The projections, data, and information provided as part of 
this tool are for general reference and is not comprehensive or a 
substitute for professional financial planning or guidance.  

It is recommended that local governments review all statutory and 
fiduciary responsibilities with their legal counsel, auditor, and 
governing body for their specific situation. 

  



Five-Year Budget Projection Tool Introduction 
Why is multi-year financial planning important? 
The five-year budget projection tool was created to assist local governments in Michigan with 
multi-year financial planning. Multi-year financial planning is critical to fiscal resilience and 
stability, as it allows local governments to be proactive with their approach to possible negative 
outcomes instead of reactive. Multi-year planning tools are helpful for the following reasons: 

• Assist with diagnosing the causes of fiscal distress  
• Assists with identifying solutions to budgetary weaknesses 
• Change the conversation to focus on real data 
• Creates a measuring stick  
• May help lower borrowing costs 

Baseline Projection 
The five-year budget projection tool can help create a baseline projection. A baseline projection 
shows what the financial picture for a local government will be moving forward without any 
corrective action. A baseline projection should start with the most recent annual budget. There 
are two very important things to keep in mind when utilizing a baseline projection: 

• Baseline projections always present the status quo scenario  
• Baseline projections are not a replacement for strong financial policies and is not a 

predictor of the future annual results 

Remember that baseline projections will not account for all corrective steps or 
increase/decrease in services, expenditures, revenues, etc. It simply demonstrates what could 
happen with known changes such as provisions in existing collective bargaining agreements, 
projected scheduled debt payments, and implemented policy decisions. Knowing what could or 
might happen is better than not knowing anything at all!  

Data Sources and Additional Information 
Before we explain how to utilize the five-year projection tool, there are a few things to keep in 
mind before you begin: 

• All historical financial data currently fills in automatically when you select a local 
government name as reported on the Annual Financial Report (F65). If the reported 
historical data is inaccurate or incorrect, please email TreasLocalGov@michigan.gov  

• Data is currently available dating back to fiscal year 2016  
• The projection tool currently only provides a five-year projection for the general 

fund. Additional functionality, and projections for other funds may be incorporated 
into this tool in the future  

• All rows on the revenue and expenditure tabs correspond to an F65 Report line 
number  

mailto:TreasLocalGov@michigan.gov


Instructions for Use of Tool and Development of the Projection 
Local Government Selection:  
Upon opening the worksheet, you may need to click “Enable Content” in the Security Warning 
prompt 

To begin the process, you will first need to select the county where your local government is 
located, then select the local government name. Once that information is entered into the tool, 
the revenue, expenditures, data, summary, and dashboard tabs will automatically populate 

with the information for your local government. 

Review Historical Data:  
The process of projecting future revenues and expenditures can be begun by selecting the 
corresponding tab at the bottom of the worksheet, and first reviewing your local government 
data as extracted from the F65 submissions back to fiscal year 2016. As this data is pulled 
directly from submitted F65 data, these cells are unable to be edited. For each line item and 
total row, there is a projected a 3-year and 5-year average rate of growth for these. For easier 
viewing, you also have the ability to hide rows with no reported data. Significant growth rates 
(greater than +/-10%) are highlighted in red for further review 

Historical Data 
Toggle blank rows 

 



 
Projected Revenues and Expenditures: 
After reviewing the historical data, the next step is to set the projected rates of growth for each 
line item in the general fund budget. There are a number of options for customizing these 
projections to best incorporate historical rates of growth/decline, as well as additional 
institutional or operational information that may affect these projections. You can  

Projected Revenues 

Projected Expenditures 

You may reset the 
manual growth rate 
percentages or clear 

any manually entered 
future year entries 



Customizing Budget Projections:  
The instructions below are applicable to the projection sections in both the Revenues and 
Expenditures tabs. Customization options include: 

Using Historical Rates of Growth 
Set all line-item growth projections to the historical 3-year or 5-year growth rates 

 Select either “Use Historical 3-Year Growth” or “Use Historical 5-Year Growth” from 
the drop-down box at the top of the page and select “Set All” 

Manually Entered Rates of Growth 
Review and manually assign rates of growth to line-items for each of the next 5-years (must 
enter rates of growth for each revenue and expense category for the next 5-years) 

 Select Manual Enter Percentage from drop down list at top of page and select “Set 
All”. If you want to completely eliminate a line item, set the manual projection 
percentage to -100% 

 
Combination of historical and manual rates of growth (Recommended) 
If you would like to utilize a combination of historical rates of growth and rates of growth that 
are manually developed, follow the instructions below. This method is likely the most accurate 
method and as such is recommended. 

 Select the preferred default historical rate of growth from the drop-down list and 
select “Set All” 

 Then for any budget item that you would like to assign alternate rates of growth, 
select the drop-down box under the header “Select Growth Rate Methodology”, 
change the line-item selection to “Manual Enter Percentage”, and proceed to enter 
the alternate growth rate percentage for each of five years of projections for that 
budget item. 



Updating the first year of budget projections (Optional):  
When using the budget projection tool, if you have alternate dollar amounts that you would 
like to use for the first year of projections, you may update the projected amounts (for example 
to match these projections to dollar amounts that were in the approved budgeted for the 
current fiscal year). Dollar amounts for subsequent years are unable to be updated. 

 
Resetting revenue and expenditure tabs 

 
The year of projections can be reset if alternate values have been entered. Click the Projection 
Columns Reset button. The user will be asked if they are sure they want to reset projection 
columns. If yes selected the column will return to original state if no is selected nothing will 
happen. All manually entered percentages can be cleared by clicking the Clear Manual Cells 
button. The user will be asked if they want to clear all manually entered percentages. If yes is 
selected the manually entered percentages will be erased if no is selected nothing will happen. 
The reset buttons only effect the values on the open tab meaning the resets on the revenue tab 
will only affect the values of the revenue tab and the expenditure resets will only affect the 
values on the expenditure tab.  
 
Using the Budget Projection 

Summary Tab: 
After reviewing and customizing the projection for your local government, you can then review 
a summary of all historical data. Review projected growth percentages on a macro level, 
reviewing the corresponding projections for any outliers or data that appears incorrect. Again, 
the Summary tab highlights any categories that have a projected growth rate of greater than 



+/- 10%. It is suggested to review those projected growth rates to ensure that it is indeed 
accurate, along with any other non-highlighted categories. Update the Revenues and 
Expenditures tabs accordingly to projections as accurately as possible reflect future conditions.  

 Graphs showing projected fund balances are also available on this tab 

Dashboard:  
The next tab in this projection model is the Dashboard tab. This tab consists of multiple 
interactive charts and graphs to facilitate quality control and allows users to better understand  

On each dashboard, there are three types of charts:  
1. Revenue and expenditure snapshot (the two pie charts and two tables at the top of the 

page);  

2. Historical and projected annual average growth (the bar chart in the middle of the 
page); and  

3. Major revenue and expenditure trends (the line graphs at the bottom of the page).  



Revenue and expenditure snapshots  
The first type of chart on the dashboard is the pie chart showing General Fund revenues and 
expenditures in any given year. Users can use the drop-down menu at the top right corner of 
the chart to select the year. While the pie chart shows how much each revenue or expenditure 
category represents as a percentage of the total, the table below the chart shows the total 
amount collected or spent each year.  

This tool can be useful as you review what drives your financial picture. In the example below, 
spending on public safety represented 41 percent of total General Fund expenditures in 2021. 
By 2026, the share of public safety as a percentage of the total spending increased to 43 
percent of the total budget. The trends are similar for public works, where spending as a 
percentage of total increased from 12 percent in 2021 to 19 percent in 2026. General 
government spending, which include wages, health benefits and pension contributions, also 
had a meaningful increase. At least based on the data presented, it seems that the local 
government reduced spending on Other Financing Uses and Culture and Recreation to make 
room for those increases. 

Using these charts and tables to review allocation data can be helpful in better understanding 
how historical growth or decline changes the overall revenue and expenditure picture. 



Historical and projected annual average growth  
The bar charts that show average annual growth charts can be useful in understanding 
historical and projected growth for major revenue and expenditure drivers. Users can toggle 
between the historical and projected growth charts to compare between the historical and 
projected growth and better understand what drives the differences in growth rates. These 
charts can also be useful as you tell your financial story. 

Projected Revenues and Expenditures 
The third type of chart shows historical and projected revenues and expenditures. You can use 
the drop-down menu to select the type of fiscal driver and the bar charts will show the 
historical, budgeted, and projected data according to your selection. These charts can be 
helpful as you explain the underlying fiscal trends that drive your financial performance.  

 

Narrative: 
The final tab in the worksheet is the Narrative tab. Users can also use the high-level data to 
develop narrative that concisely explains the major fiscal drivers and baseline projection. Below 
is an example of what the narrative could look like. You should adapt it for your own purposes 
to ensure that the baseline projection shows a realistic picture of what your finances represent 
in a status quo scenario, absent corrective actions or adjustments. 



 



Appendix A: Quality Control Checklist 
Below is a checklist that helps users to identify any data quirks and ensures the usefulness of 
the projection. Prior to finalizing the projection, you should go through the listed questions to 
mitigate any potential errors. 

1. Did I factor in one-time declines and increases so that the baseline projection is not 
carrying-forward one-time events such as a recent asset sale, one time grant awards,  or 
tax rate increases?  

2. Did I factor in wage increases provided by existing collective bargaining agreements?  
3. Are my assumptions coherent? Am I assuming economic growth in one place and 

economic decline in another? If so, what adjustments should I make to ensure that my 
assumptions are coherent?  

4. Are there any known events that I should account for (e.g., grant expiration, increased 
legal fees as a result of an upcoming labor negotiation etc.)?  

5. Did I consult with external parties where necessary? (E.g., actuary for pension 
projection; financial advisor or underwriter for debt service projection; third-party 
administrator for health benefits projection)  

6. Does my baseline projection truly represent my revenues and expenditures on a “carry-
forward” basis – prior to proposed corrective action? (E.g., Did I include any service 
enhancements or reductions that require a policy commitment and therefore shouldn’t 
be part of the baseline projection?)  

7. How do the growth rates compare to recent history and to other projections, where 
available? What drives the differences, if any? 

8. Are growth rates or declines greater than 10% explainable and appropriate? 

  



Appendix B: Guide to Revenues and Expenditures- Developing Growth 
Rates 
To help users develop the growth rate for your multi-year projection, the following tables 
include a list of questions --- the answers to which will help you set the growth rates for the 
revenues and expenditures that make up a majority of your budget. It also includes external 
resources that may be helpful as you develop growth rates for the projection. 

Considerations for Key Revenues 
Revenue  Considerations  External Resources  
Property Taxes How have your taxable assessed values, your tax rate, and 

your collection rates changed in the last several years? 
How would this revenue grow absent any tax rate or 
collection changes? How will inflation affect property 
values or millage rates? 

Local/County-provided assessment 
data; Taxable assessed values and 
data provided by the State Tax 
Commission 

State and Federal 
Grants  

How has state revenue sharing trended over the last 
several years, is there any information of future rates. 
Important to be conservative in these projections 
Are there any other State or Federal  

Michigan Department of Treasury 
Revenue Sharing Programs 

Population 
Growth/Decline 

How has your population changed in recent years? Are 
there potential collection issues that would cause tax 
revenues to significantly deviate from projected 
population estimates?  

Population data and estimates 
provided by the American 
Community Survey  

Licenses, permits, 
user charges, and 
fees  

Have you recently revised your fees and user charges and 
was your historical revenue trend a result of any fee 
adjustments? Generally, fees that are levied on a unit basis 
are fixed in nature absent fee increases. Fees that are 
levied on a percentage basis generally grow according to 
the underlying trend or activity.  

Fee schedule; Historical trends  

Intergovernmental 
revenues  

Are your revenues based on grant agreements or contracts 
with another local entity? If so, you should account for any 
known expiration for those agreements and any provision 
outlined in the existing agreements. In addition, are your 
grant revenues tied to your expenditures? If so, you may 
want to evaluate your grant spending to ensure that your 
assumptions are coherent.  

Grant agreements and other 
intergovernmental agreements  

One-time revenues  Did your budget include any one-time revenues, such as 
asset sale revenues? If so, you want to evaluate those one-
time revenues and consider eliminating those revenues 
from your projection.  

Management insight  

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.michigan.gov/treasury/local/share
https://www.michigan.gov/treasury/local/share


Considerations for Key Expenditures 
Expenditure  Considerations  External Sources  
Salaries  How has your historical salary spending grown relative to 

across-the-board wage increases? Have there been 
headcount changes in recent years and (if so) how did that 
impact your overall salary spending growth? For the 
projection, did you incorporate any known contractual 
increases in the forecast period according to the collective 
bargaining agreements?  

Collective bargaining 
agreements  

Other cash 
compensation  

How have your other cash compensation categories (e.g., 
overtime) grown relative to your salary spending? Sometimes 
it is helpful to review salary spending trends in conjunction 
with your overtime spending to determine whether the 
trends offset each other. In addition, what was your overtime 
budget in comparison with your historical trends? Should you 
adjust your overtime forecast in the out-years?  

Historical trends; collective 
bargaining agreements  

Health benefits  Health benefits spending can vary depending on the size and 
risk of your workforce and whether you are self-insured or 
fully-insured. What has been the historical health benefits 
spending growth relative to your premium growth? Have 
there been headcount changes in recent years and (if so) 
how did that impact your health benefits spending?  

Health premium trends 
projected in the Segal health 
trend survey; Historical 
premium growth provided in 
the Kaiser Employer Health 
Benefits Survey  

Pension  What was your most recent actuarial valuation report? Did 
you consult your pension actuary to obtain projected pension 
contributions absent additional actuarial gains/losses?  

Actuary’s projection  

Workers’ 
compensation  

Workers’ compensation spending trends can vary depending 
on the size and risk of your workforce and whether you are 
self-insured or fully-insured. What has been your long-term 
growth trend, and do you have a sense of what drives your 
spending growth? In developing your projection, do you have 
a third-party administrator (TPA) with whom you can have a 
discussion regarding the projected growth?  

Insight provided by your third-
party administrator (if you 
have one)  

Utilities  Utilities spending includes fuel, natural gas, water, and any 
other utility costs required to run government-owned 
buildings and vehicles. Do you already have a multi-year rate 
contract agreement with your utility company? If yes, you 
should use those locked-in rates for the projection. 
Otherwise, how has your utility spending grown in 
comparison with energy prices and inflationary growth?  

Projection of energy prices 
(e.g., electricity, vehicle fuel, 
natural gas etc.) by the U.S. 
Energy Information 
Administration  

Legal service 
spending  

Did you have major legal fees related to lawsuits and/or 
collective bargaining negotiations in recent years? Moving 
forward, how would ongoing legal needs and labor 
negotiations impact your projected legal services spending?  

Management insight  

Grant spending  Do you have any one-time grant spending that should be 
eliminated in the projection? Is there any grant spending that 
should be aligned with grant revenues?  

Grant/intergovernmental 
agreements  

Debt service  Do you have an external entity (e.g., financial advisor, 
underwriter) who can provide you with a debt schedule? 
What is the projected debt service spending absent debt 
refunding, debt restructuring, or new debt issuances?  

Debt schedule (provided by 
your financial advisor or 
underwriter)  



Expenditure  Considerations  External Sources  
Other operating costs  Did you incorporate inflationary growth in your projected 

operating spending? Are there any known increases (e.g., 
contractual agreement that have built-in price escalators or 
multi-year locked-in rates) that you should incorporate? 
Furthermore, are there line items that are tied to external 
factors (e.g., landfill tipping fees, recycling fees) that should 
grow at a higher rate than inflationary growth given the 
historical trends?  

Inflation forecast by the 
Quarterly Survey of 
Professional Forecasters  

One-time expenses  Did you eliminate any one-time expenses (e.g., a one-time 
legal settlement payment) from your projection? In addition, 
are there known instances of one-time spending (e.g., one-
time consultant or engineering study) that should be 
included in your baseline projection?  

Management insight 
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